Hancock Health - Self Tape Instructions
SHOOT LOCATION: Indianapolis, IN
ZOOM CALLBACK: Wednesday, July 20th
SHOOT DATES: August 3-8
SELF TAPES DUE: Sunday evening
If filming on a smartphone/iPhone please film HORIZONTALLY. Make sure you are in a quiet
room against a BLANK backdrop. See below for examples of how your should be set up:

SLATE: Close up head shot smiling into camera then…
Please slate close up (shoulders up) introducing yourself stating your first and last name. Give
us your profile shots. End with a full body shot. Please state you are available for the callback
date and shoot dates. Tell us where you currently live ON CAMERA. Please state on camera that
you are willing to work as an Indianapolis local! (There will be no travel expenses available so
you MUST work as a local)

AUDITION: Frame from waist up
We would like to see back to back reactions, see how quickly and naturally you can change
from one expression to the next expression and so on. Move quickly through expressions yet
don’t be rushed… Natural movements with a natural flow.
You should have a reader for this audition
Your reader should read the following scenarios in blue behind camera while you show the
camera your reactions and expressions. All of these expressions should be very lightweight,
natural, genuine. Hit the beats of each emotion and move through them quickly and
seamlessly.

Scenarios:
DOCTORS/NURSES
A mother and father have brought in their son because he injured his arm… You
examine the child and share expressions of assurance and confidence that the child is
going to be okay.

You’re delivering good news to a woman and her husband excited to share that she is
pregnant!

The pregnant woman is back in the doctor’s office worried about her baby… You
reassure her that everything is okay and the baby is healthy.

